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foreword

How better to understand other cultures than through their art? Artists have long been 
inspired and enriched by other cultures. They have gained insights into themselves and their 
own source of creativity by studying other lands, other cultures, other traditions. It’s not only 
artists who prosper through this exchange. We can all gain understanding of what we share 
and where we differ in values and aspirations from the arts of other cultures. The strong 
human need for self-expression connects us all. Creative connections promote a deeper, 
more sophisticated understanding and heightened respect for the cultures and values of 
others. The Arts in many forms – literature, visual art and music to name a few – have a way 
of demolishing barriers between cultures and peoples that formal diplomacy can rarely 
match. 

Australia’s cross-cultural exchange with India has a long and strong history. We celebrate 
that relationship in this book which accompanies the cultural project On Kindness / Udarta. 
Australia – India Cultural Exchanges 1992–2012. The publication, along with an exhibition 
and a public program of collaborative music performance and literary dialogue, will celebrate 
20 years of cultural initiatives by the Australia–India Council. The Council’s work has always 
emphasised cross-cultural dialogues and collaborations between Australian and Indian 
artists. This publication epitomises the goals and spirit of the Council.

Since 1992, the Australia–India Council has been working to broaden the relationship 
between Australia and India by encouraging and supporting contacts and increasing levels 
of knowledge and understanding between the peoples and institutions of the two countries. 
The friendships established, and the insights that have flowed from 20 years of cultural 
exchanges, form a valued component of the deepening relationship between our two nations. 
We have growing trade and investment links. We share an obsession with cricket but there 
is more. This project, and the book that will be its lasting record, offer a window into two 
decades of ongoing artistic and cultural connections. 

I congratulate the artists and organisations from both countries who have contributed to 
all aspects of this cultural exchange since 1992. I commend their respective visions, and 
their shared endeavours. I commend also those involved with this history-marking project, 
conceptualisers Suzanne Davies, Dr Alka Pande with Helen Rayment. 

The celebration of this milestone is another example of the continuing strength of the 
Australia–India relationship.

john Mccarthy ao
Chair, Australia–India Council
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This publication, Kindness / Udarta. Australia-India Cultural Exchange, is the cornerstone 
of a project in both India and Australia to celebrate twenty years of cultural exchanges 
between visual artists, writers and musicians. The other elements of the celebration include 
an exhibition of art works from the publication, music performance by Sandy Evans and 
Adrian Sherriff from The Australian Art Orchestra (AAO) with Guru Kaaraikkudi Mani’s Sruthi 
Laya Ensemble, and literary discussion between celebrated authors Kiran Nagakar and 
Christopher Kremmer at the India Habitat Centre, New Delhi. 

The live performances at the Habitat Centre will be broadcast by Australian Broadcasting 
Commission (ABC) Radio National and Radio Australia. The entire project will live on 
electronically through the web links of the RMIT (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 
University) Gallery and Australia-India Council (AIC) and (ABC) websites. We thank Tony 
MacGregor, Arts Editor, Radio National, for his enthusiastic engagement with this project.

The contributing artists represent a significant sample of creative people who have 
experienced each other’s culture, visited each other’s country, worked together, and built 
relationships based on friendship and mutual respect. The AIC has enabled most of these 
creative relationships, either by direct funding or by financial support for organizations 
themselves engaged in promoting cross-cultural understanding through the arts, such as 
Asialink, Asia Pacific Triennial and Nataraj Cultural Centre, Melbourne.  

It is important to record that the AIC is an initiative of the Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade, Federal Government of Australia. Its work is an expression of the collective wishes 
of the Australian people for closer relations with India and her people. A sincere sense of 
goodwill has for twenty years been the bedrock of the AIC program.  It continues to underpin 
that which we now celebrate.  

As is so often the case, this project is the result of meeting many needs and desires.  There 
were pragmatic needs – to develop a ‘map’ and means of contacting cultural ‘alumni’; to 
celebrate twenty years of AIC initiatives with a tangible record and, not least, to demonstrate 
the resonance and strength of relationships built on the cross-cultural dialogues which 
the arts can so readily engender. It is this last stated ambition that best captures the 
diverse nature of the material printed in Kindness/Udarta. Here, we can quietly reflect on 
the nuanced levels of insight and engagement with the overarching thematic within the 
complexities of intercultural exchange. Initially, in the spirit of simple curiosity, we wanted 
to test responses to notions of “kindness”, a quality we considered essential in any humane 
exchange. 

The Visual Arts Gallery at the Habitat Centre, New Delhi, is a central cultural location that 
could accommodate the range of activities envisaged. It is in the spirit of goodwill that 
the Visual Arts Gallery agreed to be hosting partner. It is fortunate that the two principals 
responsible for conceptualizing and delivering the enterprise have enjoyed a positive working 
relationship. This has led to a highly flexible curatorial process, more good spirited wrangling 
than curating, with much ongoing debate.   

Importantly, it was agreed from the outset that a response to the notion of kindness  
would underpin the project, recognizing that such a notion, while ostensibly simple and 
compelling, would generate vastly different responses given its variable connotations in 
different contexts. We started with the western, European account of its defining attributes, 
drawn from the writing of English psychoanalyst Adam Phillips, and Barbara Taylor,n  

Kindness / Udarta
aUstralia–india cUltUral exchange 

Preface
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On Kindness (2009). We were most interested in their characterization that “real kindness is 
an exchange with essentially unpredictable consequences”. We thank Madhu Sarin for her 
advice regarding the significant differences from this rendering in an Indian socio-cultural 
framework, and for directing us to the writing of Sudhir Kakar. But this was our learning and 
it triggered an ongoing struggle with words, their meanings and the actions they engender. 

So kindness became less a theme and more a non-prescriptive reflection on a state of 
mind and action, captured somehow, somewhere, in the nuances of meanings of the words 
daya, karuna, neki, namrata, sanbhavana, udarta. As we struggled to find a word that was 
neither patronizing nor embedded in compassion, the process sharpened our awareness 
of the necessity of intercultural sensitivity. While seeking the most culturally appropriate 
and Indian specific term, it was agreed from the outset that ‘kindness’ as a quality was 
unequivocally essential for social cohesion in both intra and intercultural relations in an 
increasingly complex global environment.   

The pragmatic method we adopted was to identify and contact as many artists as possible. 
This involved extensive cross-referencing and considerable sleuthing and we thank Helen 
Rayment for her invaluable contribution in this and every aspect of the project. The natural 
attrition in this process assisted in identifying engagement with the topic. We thank most 
warmly all the artists, writers and musicians who so graciously responded to our invitation. 
We are deeply grateful that so many distinguished and celebrated figures, in both countries, 
have honoured this enterprise with their contributions. 

The range of work is extraordinary, reflecting the openness and diversity of the forces behind 
the initial cultural exchanges. Some works have been created especially, while other images, 
texts and most particularly music performances pre-existed and were submitted because 
they were considered pertinent. The task was then to combine images and texts. Here 
the words of Phillips seem so apt, as the various components make for relationships with 
unexpected outcomes, sometimes informing the other in terms of possible meanings with 
exquisite sensitivity; sometimes resonating at a remarkable, if serendipitous, graphic level. 
The sum of the entire project is a beautifully presented statement of creative goodwill.    

The concept of locating all creative participants from the beginning of the AIC was the 
suggestion of Asha Lele Das, AIC Country Manager at the Australian High Commission for 
that period. Jasleen Dhamija has proven an invaluable source of advice at key times in the 
delivery of the project. Minhazz Majumder  has enabled us to make contact with several 
artists and we thank her and Professor Dhamija most warmly. Distinguished colleague 
Mohindar Dhillon has been a champion of bringing superb Indian musicians to Australia and 
he generously made his archive of recordings available to us for inclusion on the two CDs 
that form a significant part of the musical record in this project. Likewise we acknowledge 
the contribution of Margaret Lloyd whose efforts have enabled access to key musicians in 
Australia and India. We thank Vice Chancellor Margaret Gardner and Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
Daine Alcorn RMIT University, for the driving vision of a globally focused university and the 
support to enable initiatives such as this to be realized. Finally we thank the AIC for placing 
their trust in us to bring this project to life.

suzanne davies
Director and Chief Curator, RMIT Gallery

dr alka Pande
Curator, Visual Arts Gallery, India Habitat Centre
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artists and  
writers 
—
MinaM aPang 
robYn bacKen 
lado bai
inez baranaY
Maggie baxter
robYn beeche
lUKe beesleY
sasKia beUdel
soUrish bhattacharYa
sandra bowKett
barbara brooKs
lYndell brown  
and charles green
loUisa bUfardeci
janet bUrchill  
and jennifer MccaMleY
terrY bUrrows
rose bYgrave
Peter callas
isobelle carModY
lee cataldi
jon cattaPan
jaYashree chaKravartY
Kanchan chander
georgia chaPMan
aMit chaUdhUri
MantU chitraKar
Maree clarKe
geoffreY conaghan
MoniKa correa
vicKi coUzens
KeKi darUwalla
david davidar
ParUl dave-MUKherji
Meaghan delahUnt
jasleen dhaMija
Moira doroPoUlos
richard dUnn
Michele elliot
sonia faleiro
jaYne fenton Keane
eMilY floYd
roger foleY-fogg
robYn friend
ann fergUson
shilPa gUPta
sUbodh gUPta
helen geier
joan groUnds
libbY hathorn
barrY hill
jYotindra jain
oP jain
david jensz

raj KaMal jha
sangita jindal
tUshar joag
ranbir singh KaleKa
reena saini Kallat
YUri Kawanabe
thoMas KeneallY
christoPher Köller
bharti Kher
seeMa Kohli
dereK KrecKler
christoPher KreMMer
PradYUMna KUMar
PUshPa KUMar
KaY lawrence
beM le hUnte 
alison lester
sara lindsaY
Minhazz MajUMdar
nalini Milani
djaMbawa Marawili
vicKi Mcconville
sUdesh Mishra
callUM Morton
KirstY MUrraY
les MUrraY
PUshPaMala n
Kiran nagarKar
Peter nagY
sUrendran nair
satendra nandan
linda neil
siMeon nelson
ian north
raqs Media collective:  
Monica narUla and 
shUddhabrata sengUPta 
geoff Page
rM PalaniaPPan
Michael PancKridge
dr alKa Pande
Mrinal Pande
loUise ParaMor
catherine ParKer  
and KaMal swaMi
giriraj Prasad 
MandY ridleY
loUise riPPert
avino ritse
reKha rodwittiYa
sharMila saMant
sangeeta sandrasegar

haKU shah
MUKesh sharMa
gUlaM MohaMMed sheiKh
vicKY shUKUrogloU
jangarh singh shYaM
dhiraj singh
soda_jerK
viPoo srivilasa
josePhine starrs 
jiten thUKral  
and sUMir tagra
safina Uberoi
K venUgoPal
liYawadaY wirraPanda 
jennY watson
jUdY watson
Karl wiebKe
alexis wright
jUdith wright
loUiseann zahra-King
john zUbrzYcKi

MUsicians
—
aUstralian art orchestra
and srUthi laYa 
shri bv balasai
sandY evans
lachlan davidson
gUrU KaaraiKKUdi Mani
Manjiri KelKar
UP rajU
natesan raMani
PhiliP rex
niKo schäUble
shivKUMar sharMa
adrian sherriff
U shrinivas
alister sPence
l sUbraManiaM
the sUbterraneans 
 jaMes rYan
 jaMes MUller
 steve hUnter
 jaMes haUPtMann
vaidYanathan sUresh
scott tinKler
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giriraj Prasad  Untitled pot 2005
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sandra bowKett  Another Side of Caste 2011  
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sonia faleiro

I was invited to the Sydney Writers’ Festival in May 2011 to speak about my new book of 
non-fiction, Beautiful Thing, which is about a young bar dancer called Leela. The book 
took five years to write and I spent a lot of the time convincing the people who inhabited 
the fascinating if shadowy world of Bombay’s dance bars, to talk to me. I spoke with bar 
dancers and gangsters and bar owners and pimps. 

But it was the hijras, the transgenders, who were hardest to convince. I’d call one of 
them on the phone, they wouldn’t answer. They’d agree to meet with me, then wouldn’t 
bother turning up. They’d ask very personal questions, but also questions I didn’t know 
how to respond to, such as why I didn’t wear padded undergarments or why I couldn’t 
just stay home and live the ‘normal life’ I was ‘blessed’ with. 

After months of pursuit I finally made a breakthrough. 

I was invited to the home of a hijra friend of Leela’s. Her name was Masti, and she was 
magnificently tall and foul mouthed. In the course of the afternoon I saw Masti down 
numerous whiskies, dance wildly around her flat, and strike a fellow hijra violently 
on her face for stepping out of line. I fell asleep on the couch. I woke up with a start 
sometime around dawn, and found that someone had covered me with a spotless white 
chunni. I looked around and saw Masti on a chair, looking intently at me. 

‘Did you sleep well?’ She asked. 

‘Yes, thank you.’ 

She smiled with satisfaction. ‘I covered you with my chunni. So everyone would know 
that if they touched you, they’d have to deal with me.’

Masti invited Leela and me to the spiritual site of Haji Malang in Kalyan, outside 
Bombay. She said we’d have to climb a small hill to get there. ‘How small?’ I wondered.  
I was asthmatic. 

Just as I’d feared, the hill was tall and steep. Steps were carved out of the stone and 
they were a foot high. Many pilgrims needed assistance, and some took to crawling like 
crabs. About fifteen minutes into the climb, I felt a familiar breathlessness. Another 
fifteen minutes later, I was wheezing. 

The hijras, in the meantime were bounding effortlessly along, singing and shouting. 

I felt like I was being suffocated. 

By this time the hijras were near the top of the hill, and evening had turned into night. 
The path ahead was illuminated by stars, and torches of fire. 

Masti, who was near the top, started looking around. She spied me and gestured with 
her hands, ‘what happened?’ I shrugged. I couldn’t even speak. 

Masti grabbed several other hijras and they bounded down as quickly as they’d made it 
up. When they reached me, Masti looked into my face, ‘You will make it,’ she said. 

I knew I couldn’t, and I said so.

Masti linked arms with me. Another hijra stood behind me, literally holding me up. Every 
time I needed to stop, they stopped patiently with me. Every time I was ready to give up 
Masti said, ‘but we’re almost there!’

And that’s how I climbed the hill to Haji Malang. One nudge, one clutch, one kind word of 
support at a time. 

— from Beautiful Things
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MinaM aPang  Blind Shots II 2010  
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robYn bacKen  An Eye for an Eye 2011
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inez baranaY
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dhiraj singh  Kali 2011
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